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“There’s something happening here, but what it is ain’t exactly clear.”¹ Little did Dallas native Stephen Stills, of the late 1960s rock band Buffalo Springfield, know when he penned the evocative lyrics of “For What It’s Worth,” that the first line of the song would come to encapsulate a generation’s feelings of restlessness during this tumultuous time in America’s history.

The cultural environment that came to characterize the 1960s and 1970s has become a present-day source of fascination for the creative imagination of popular culture. As music historian Brian Ward states, “[F]ew dispute that popular music was a powerful cultural, social, and economic force in the period,” but music also played an integral role in shaping how later generations would come to remember the era.² The impact of popular music on the public’s collective memory regarding the 1960s and 1970s frequently contributes to a romanticized, sometimes inaccurate, historical narrative.

This article is intended to highlight the ways in which collective public memory of 1960s-1970s counterculture forged contemporary applications of cultural heritage both in fact and in myth. Specifically, it explores the development of countercultural music scenes from the 1960s through the 1970s within the regional context of Austin, Texas. According to Dirk Spenneman, cultural heritage is the “result of human interaction with the environment and one another.” Since the value that groups and communities assign to both tangible and intangible forms of culture cannot be systematically predicted, cultural heritage is a human construct.³
In this study, the term “counterculture” is used to describe the collective cultural beliefs and expressions of a group or community whose ideals run counter to those of mainstream society. The term counterculture, especially when used in the context of the 1960s, typically refers to the emerging youth subculture of the period, which grew in large part out of the deep societal and generational tensions present in American society at that time. Over time, however, the public’s collective memory of “1960s counterculture” has come to be viewed by many in more of a nostalgic, even colorful light and is often used as part of a highly romanticized historical narrative of “hippies” and the hippie lifestyle.

This particular study in counterculture looks at the young people who participated in the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes in Austin during this era. Today, Austin markets itself as the “Live Music Capital of the World” in order to attract national and international attention as an eclectic music hub and an incubator for creative expression.4 This article examines how and why the 1960s and 1970s served as an important transitional period in Austin’s musical history and helped lead to the formation of a romanticized collective public memory that persists to this day.

The countercultural forces that developed in Austin from the 1960s through the 1970s helped shape new perceptions of regional identity and forge musical subcultures, such as the psychedelic rock and progressive country music scenes, which became integral to Austin’s subsequent cultural identity. Barry Shank, a professor of comparative studies and popular music at Ohio State University, explains that Austin became a “center of cultural possibility” where young people could “live a bohemian, beatnik, proto-hippie life and mark their own difference from the Texan cultural mainstream.”5 Shank portrays the city as a mecca for young people who had grown disillusioned with a wide array of cultural, social, and political norms found elsewhere throughout the state.

To understand the relationship between youth culture and popular music during this period, it is necessary to acknowledge music’s increasing role as a mass-produced (and mass-consumed) commodity at a time when twentieth-century American society was undergoing rapid technological and cultural transformations. The advent of radio and recorded music, along with the rapid evolution of the music industry in general throughout much of the early twentieth century, brought about a steadily increasing demand for music as a marketable commodity within mainstream culture. As a result, the public had an opportunity to choose from a remarkably diverse array of artists and musical styles. Demographic and regional limitations no longer dictated which forms of music the public could access.

During the post-World War II economic boom of the 1950s, Americans began to spend an unprecedented amount of their disposable income on new forms of leisure and entertainment. Mass production of music helped provide a new arena of consumption in which accessibility and affordability intersected. Before this, radio was the primary means for public distribution of music. Radio featured a broad range of both regional and national programming that included music, lectures, and weekly variety shows.6 Popular music quickly became part of that leisurely consumption and a unique American pastime of the twentieth century. Popular culture during the 1940s and 1950s changed dramatically. Television, music, and technology all became integral characteristics of mid-twentieth-century American life. Growing wages provided many families with discretionary income that allowed for rapid and widespread upward mobility. The increased purchase of automobiles and the new recreational opportunities they provided reflected the era’s general upswing in economic prosperity. The proliferation of fast food franchises occurred in large part as a result of this new-found mobility. Theme parks, resorts, and other tourist attractions grew in number and popularity during this time and are additional evidence of the country’s economic prosperity, increased mobility, and pursuit of leisure activities. Convenience, consumerism, and the budding concept of
immediate gratification were all important components of the rapidly evolving American cultural environment during the mid-twentieth century.

Leisure and recreation time, unavailable to most Americans of previous generations, allowed teenagers and young adults of the 1950s to construct their own subcultures, often rooted in popular music. Young people established an innovative sense of community and cultural cohesion through the simple act of listening to popular music with others of their age group. The cultural effects of music in twentieth-century America “seeped into the social lifeblood” of people and ideas. The music of the 1960s and 1970s was reflective of the specific cultural, political, and social elements present during the post-World War II period. Over time, however, music histories became generalized due to contemporary and changing perceptions of music, film, art, literature, and other forms of cultural expression.

David Glassberg, a professor of public history at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, identifies this pattern of generalization as the product of methodological tension between academic and public relationships with popular representations of history. People make connections to popular music that are “rooted in emotion and a firm sense of place,” whereas academics, motivated by the pursuit of sterile objectivity, sometimes fall victim to musical analyses “bereft of personal voice and divorced from local geography.”

As the study of mid-twentieth-century popular music became more widely accepted as an academic endeavor by the 1980s, it also became necessary to contest more embroidered versions of this music’s history. The “perils of over-generalizing” remind us that we need “to take seriously the sheer range of popular music that struck a chord with different audiences” and understand that there was no monolithic musical experience shared by Americans throughout this period.

A pivotal decade for music, the 1960s marked one of the most turbulent and controversial eras in American history. Brian Ward points to an ongoing debate between those who “condemn the decade as the source of much that is wrong with contemporary America” as opposed to those who revere the 1960s as the “last time the nation made a concerted effort to realize its best ideals.”

Ward exposes a clearly flawed dichotomy of viewpoints often used to assess social change during this era. Some see radical revolutions of political order, feminism, music, drugs, and sexual liberation as key indicators of society’s forward progress during the 1960s, while others consider all of this to mark the beginning of an unravelling of American society.

This simplistic interpretation of the 1960s (and 1970s) as being either all positive or all negative has, to a large extent, helped shape popular perceptions of the era and distorted the public’s collective memory. Consequently, it is crucial to acknowledge and examine the complex and multi-dimensional nature of these post-war decades in order to better understand this transformational period.

For many, events such as San Francisco’s 1967 “Summer of Love” and the 1969 Woodstock music festival in upstate New York are archetypal representations of the national countercultural environment of the late 1960s. Countercultural scenes such as Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco or Greenwich Village in New York City remain potent examples of nonconformist culture. Austin’s bohemian heyday during the 1960s and 1970s represents, at least on a regional basis, the same type of impact that popular memory has had on larger national narratives regarding counterculture.

Popular memory has helped place hippie counterculture into a romanticized and often exaggerated role as the dominant cultural force of the 1960s. Contemporary cinema and music also have helped bolster the misperception that the 1960s were all about sex, drugs, rock and roll, and living a bohemian lifestyle. It is certainly crucial to understand the importance of the era’s music and youth subcultures, but it is also necessary to keep in mind that the image many of us have today of the 1960s as a time when the counterculture dominated the lives of nearly all American youth is a distortion of historical fact. Simply put, most teenagers of the 1960s did not spend the majority of their time taking drugs, wearing hippie garb, and attending music festivals or anti-war protests. This mistaken notion of the 1960s as being a decade in which “free love” and “alternative lifestyles” prevailed is largely a product of the public’s collective memory.

The most common historical narrative of Austin’s musical culture focuses on the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes of the 1960s and 1970s, while largely ignoring the city’s rich and vibrant musical history that began in the mid-1800s and evolved throughout the first half of the twentieth century, helping set the stage for the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes that emerged decades later.

In order to try and correct some of these misperceptions regarding Austin’s musical history, especially those that suggest Austin’s music scene began in the 1960s and 1970s with the emergence of psychedelic rock and progressive country, this article takes a more long-term view of the evolution of music in Austin from the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s and also considers the racial and ethnic diversity of cultural traditions that helped shape the city’s musical landscape. This more inclusive approach helps dispel the common misperception that Austin music, and in particular the countercultural psychedelic and progressive scenes of the 1960s and 1970s, arose spontaneously. This more long-term examination of
Austin’s musical evolution also provides a more complete historical context, which helps us better understand how the collective public memory of the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes were retroactively selected, mobilized, and reconstructed to act as contemporary cultural heritage.11

Like most of the rest of Texas, Austin’s musical environment includes a diverse range of styles, sounds, and ethnic influences. The self-described “Live Music Capital of the World” is home to hundreds of live music venues and events, including the Austin City Limits Music Festival (established in 2002) and South by Southwest (established in 1987). SXSW now includes various events showcasing music, film, and technology, which draw hundreds of thousands of fans and industry professionals from around the world to Central Texas each year.

There is no doubt that Austin has grown into an important international center for musical creativity and the production and marketing of music. What is hotly debated is whether Austin’s music scene is still “authentic,” or whether it has become “overly commodified.” Some older musicians and fans who helped shape the city’s musical landscape decades ago often complain that Austin’s current music scene is too commercial and not rooted in the organic traditions of the past. Of course, the notion of “authenticity” is highly subjective, whether one is considering music, art, literature, food, or any other form of cultural expression. In truth, the music of any era borrows from and builds upon many generations of music that have come before. So, rather than trying to define music according to the specific time in which it was at its peak of popularity, it is more helpful (and more historically accurate) to consider music as a sequence of interconnected musical eras, much like links in a chain, all tied together and each borrowing from preceding influences.12

In order to better understand how the musical history of Austin has contributed to creating a vibrant and enduring cultural heritage, it is helpful to arrange this narrative into four parts. The first section, “Now Dig This: A Brief History of Capital City Sound,” highlights the impact of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century European folk music, the emergence of folklore as a field of academic study and the related resurgence of folk music, African-American music styles, and the combined influence of these forms on the development of the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes.

This section evaluates the impact of Austin’s racial dynamics from the early to mid-twentieth century on the music of the area. The city’s music history clearly reflects shifting racial boundaries and how musicians and fans were beginning to challenge segregationist policies of the 1940s and 1950s by embracing music from across the racial and ethnic spectrum. For example, groups of white university students, most of whom were enamored with the folk revival of the late 1950s and early 1960s, not only started buying records by African-American artists, but also began to cross over from predominantly-white West Austin to predominantly-black East Austin in order to hear African-American musicians play at the Victory Grill, Ernie’s Chicken Shack, and other popular “Chitlin’ Circuit” venues. Covering the mid-nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, this section examines the complex interplay of unique social and cultural elements that facilitated the city’s growth as a dynamic and diverse music center.

The second section, “You’re Gonna Miss Me: Nostalgia, Regional Identity, and the Mediation of Countercultural Memory,” utilizes memory studies methodology to look at how and why countercultural memory in Austin still resonates so strongly today. Other major Texas cities, such as Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, all boast deeply-rooted music histories. However, while these urban centers have diverse and long-standing musical traditions tied to jazz, blues, conjunto, zydeco, and many other regional styles, they do not rely on music as a major marketing tool for heritage tourism or as a civic identity marker to the extent that Austin does. This segment will first identify the ways in which the music of Austin during the 1960s and 1970s allowed for a new assertion of regional identity and then will examine how the collective public memory of popular music helps encourage nostalgia for a supposedly more authentic time period in the Austin music narrative.
Texas music today represents a remarkably complex and diverse “cultural mosaic” that borrows from a wide variety of ethnic communities, including African American, German, Czech, French, Polish, Native American, Tejano, Anglo, and others.

Just as memory of popular music in Austin has worked to construct new perceptions of regional identity and mark new definitions of musical authenticity, mediated narratives of the psychedelic and progressive country music experience created new forms of iconography. (In this article, iconography is loosely defined as the selected images and slogans that came to represent a collective experience.)

This leads us to the third part of the article, “Cosmic Totems and Countercultural Idols: Master Symbols and the Iconography of Austin Music,” which analyzes two of the most widely recognizable examples of the city’s iconography. The image and meaning of the armadillo as a countercultural symbol and the emblematic presence of Willie Nelson as a local icon and “international ambassador of Austin music” serve as powerful remnants of musical subculture and help explain the contemporary civic positioning of music in the Capital City.

The last section, “Reverberation: The Development and Designation of Popular Music as Cultural Heritage in the Capital City,” uses both the history of Austin music and the mediation of memory and nostalgia to explore the city’s present-day application of cultural heritage. This analysis traces how cultural heritage has conventionally been defined in the academic sphere, both ideologically and methodologically. While it is necessary to point out that there is no one definition for cultural heritage, it is also important to think of the practice of heritage as one that raises important questions about the “mediation of the past” in the present. The construction of cultural heritage helps define tangible and intangible connections to local history and informs historians of the ways in which communities establish a collective sense of place and historical familiarity in relation to national narratives.

There is a large body of scholarship focusing on Austin’s countercultural narrative, but there is a need for more analysis of the city’s countercultural music scenes with an emphasis on memory and cultural heritage application in order to explain the current state of Austin’s cultural environment. In the past, cultural heritage has often been thought of as something completely detached from popular music. Some critics have even labeled popular culture and music as “commercial, inauthentic, and . . . unworthy” of official designation as significant elements of cultural heritage. In recent years, however, popular culture and music history are increasingly recognized as important topics of study by cultural historians and anthropologists. The earlier attitude among most academics that popular music does not belong in heritage discourse no longer adequately addresses emerging trends in local heritage application.

The construction of contemporary cultural heritage in reaction to Austin’s countercultural music scenes is a relatively unexplored topic that will add depth to both the academic and public understanding of memory’s role in popular music heritage practices. Exploring how Austin retroactively utilized its countercultural sound to construct a particular cultural heritage highlights the multiplicity of roles that music has played within twentieth-century American culture.

Now Dig This: A Brief History of Capital City Sound

Texas music is a vibrant amalgamation of many ethnic and musical influences. Every corner of the state boasts a particular “sound” that is distinct yet also interconnected to the diverse musical traditions found elsewhere throughout the Southwest. Texas music today represents a remarkably complex and diverse “cultural mosaic” that borrows from a wide variety of ethnic communities, including African American, German, Czech, French, Polish, Native American, Tejano, Anglo, and others. Although this article focuses mainly on Austin’s countercultural music scene of the 1960s and 1970s, it is important to keep in mind that the musical environment that gave birth to that scene already had been evolving for well over a century.

There are at least five major factors that contributed to the development of Austin’s current reputation as a music
mecca. One of the earliest of these developments was the large influx of German immigrants and their culture into Central Texas beginning in the mid-1800s and continuing well into the early twentieth century. Germans were one of the largest immigrant groups to arrive in Central Texas during the nineteenth century, and they established a deeply rooted musical subculture that continues to this day. To be clear, it was not simply the volume of German immigrants that created such a distinct and enduring cultural imprint on the area. It was also the fact that many Germans arrived in family units (or at least partial family units), which allowed them to better preserve and continue the community traditions they had practiced back home in Europe. In several cases, Germans arrived together in Texas as “pre-formed” groups who quickly established their own German settlements apart from other immigrant groups as a way to preserve their language, culture, and identity as ethnic Germans.16

A vital part of preserving their heritage involved establishing a variety of German-language institutions and social organizations, including schools, libraries, newspapers, churches, literary societies, singing clubs, and large community centers where German immigrants could gather for weddings, dances, drinking, and other social activities. In Austin, where other immigrant groups already were well established, most Germans did not try to set up their own separate enclaves, but they did establish their own organizations and facilities designed to help preserve and celebrate German culture. Among the most important of these were the community centers, which typically included a large hall for public gatherings, smaller rooms for political meetings or educational activities, an outdoor beer garden, and sometimes a small bowling alley or shooting range for competitive events.17

The oldest such German establishment in Austin is Scholz Garten, opened by August Scholz as a beer garden and restaurant in 1866.18 A Scholz Garten advertisement in the 1881 Austin City Directory guaranteed a “place where you can go, at all times, and enjoy a quiet retreat with your friends.”19 In 1908, the Austin Sängerrunde (a German-Texas singing society) bought the building and expanded it to include a dance-performance hall and a small bowling alley.20 Scholz Garten and the Austin Sängerrunde remain active today, hosting events for both the general public, as well as for Texans of German descent.

Other German beer gardens and restaurants in the area included Jacoby’s, Pressler’s, Turner Hall, and Bulian’s. Unlike bars and saloons of the time that “skated outside the periphery of respectability,” these establishments were tightly woven into the social fabric of Austin's German community and welcomed the entire family. Beer gardens represent paradigms of German musical subculture where patrons celebrated heritage and preserved traditional German folk music.21 These establishments sought to provide a sense of ethnic cohesion and also served as educational links, giving the community the opportunity to actively engage with German folklore and classical music. The majority of German immigrants were literate, and they diligently used this literacy to preserve their own culture and traditions through “German schools, newspapers, sports clubs, agricultural cooperatives, and literary and arts organizations.”22

Even though German singing societies had a tendency to adhere to more traditional representations of their music where classical, folk, and opera were often celebrated, evidence of southwestern cultural transfusion took root in Texas German communities. By the early twentieth century, German folk music sometimes exhibited characteristics often associated with cowboy culture. References to “shotguns, horse-drawn wagons,” and other elements of life on the “frontier prairie” infiltrated the repertoire of German folk music.23

The second key development in Austin’s music history is the establishment and emergence of folklore as a reputable area of academic study. Folkloric studies at local universities and other institutions bolstered the area’s already thriving appreciation and preservation of traditional American folk music. University of Texas scholars Leonidas Payne and John Lomax established the Texas Folklore Society in 1909.24 By 1933, Lomax became an honorary curator for the Archive of American Folksong at the Library of Congress, due to his lifelong pursuit of American music preservation. While he maintained a strong connection to Austin and to Texas folklore studies, his recognition at the regional and national levels highlights the increasing academic and public interest and support for preserving folk culture at this time.

While it is true that most folklorists try to preserve what they believe to be uniquely authentic American music, they do not always do so in an objective manner. In some ways, the emergence of folklore as an academic study during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reflects biased and mediated perceptions of “white” and “black” music. Much of the music scholarship from the last two centuries argues that “every aspect of popular music that is today regarded as American in character has sprung from imported traditions.”25 European, African, and Latin streams of music tradition all played an integral role in developing the cultural amalgam of American music. While it is certainly true that American music has borrowed extensively from outside influences, it also has developed its own unique characteristics over the years as the distinct internal dynamics of American society have reshaped these older traditions in new and exciting ways.”26
The “selective blending” of musical traditions, or “syncretism,” derives from combining African and European streams of music during the slave trade. While the genesis of African-American music grew primarily from the slavery experience, the process of syncretism occurred by simple means of cultural exposure to the music of other immigrant groups who came to the United States by choice. Whether on purpose or by happenstance, no “streams of musical influence existed in isolation” from each other. However, the cultural environment of the Jim Crow South facilitated rigid racial, class, and ethnic divisions in musical tradition and, later, folklorists perpetuated these divisions by promoting a “black-white binary” into which they separated most music. This helped create an oversimplified and artificial division of American music into genres marked by race and ethnicity.

By the mid-twentieth century, radio, TV, and most record companies identified blues as strictly an African-American music and country as Anglo ‘hillbilly’ music. This was the case in Texas, too, except that the large Latino population, along with the significant presence of many other ethnic groups, added more layers of complexity to the racial categorization of music.

Folklorists in the early twentieth century continued to mediate regional music tradition through assigning standards of musical authenticity and ethnic purity within Southern and Southwestern music. John Lomax, one of the most notable folklorists of the twentieth century, sought out what he believed to be authentic folk music as a means to preserve American culture. His work, along with others, contributed a wealth of recorded music and scholarship to the field of folklore on both local and national levels during the early twentieth century.

These scholars tended to collect obscure, rural folk music that they believed was untouched by commercial trends and relatively unchanged by time. Lomax carefully selected which songs and styles to include in his collection. In doing so, he and other folklorists throughout the country created an incomplete narrative of American music that failed to exhibit the full range of ethnic influences. Just as folklorists mediated musical authenticity over time, so did listeners and musicians. The development of the “folkloric paradigm” in the Austin area created a distinction between the personal and idealized construct of authentic music (supposedly unadulterated, isolated, and pure) in contrast to the profit-driven commodified products of the music industry.

The third key development in the Austin music story underscores the role that race played in Texas music. The rise and fall of the East Austin blues scene provides a unique physical and ideological intersection of segregation, race relations, and white exposure to black music during the 1950s and 1960s. In 1928, the city developed a “Negro District” just east of East Avenue (the present-day location of Interstate 35), separated by several blocks from the central business district situated along Congress Avenue.

The establishment of a segregated district specifically for African Americans is probably one of the most blatant examples of institutionalized racism in the city’s history. Despite being denied access to the resources and amenities present in the central business district, blacks in East Austin developed a flourishing community complete with educational and cultural institutions, black-owned businesses, and other commercial establishments. At one time, East Austin had “two colleges, lots of churches, barber shops, theatres, hotels,” and many other businesses that showcased the robust nature of a “functioning community” within segregated Austin.

At the heart of East Austin’s musical evolution was its connection to the Chitlin’ Circuit. The Chitlin’ Circuit was a “network of African-American juke joints that stretched across the segregated South and into the Midwest” during the Jim Crow era. Most of these black venues were located in and around the East 11th Street area. Such nightclubs as Charlie’s Playhouse, Ernie’s Chicken Shack, and the Victory Grill emerged as music hubs for Austin’s African-American community after World War II. Some of the biggest names in blues, including B.B. King, Ray Charles, Chuck Berry, and Bobby “Blue” Bland, performed in these East Austin juke joints.

By the late 1950s and early 1960s, mostly white students from the University of Texas began venturing into East Austin to seek out black music. Their curiosity was piqued in large part by the folk music resurgence among young people...
across the nation. In part a reaction against the growing commercialization of pop music, many white teenagers clamored to hear what they considered to be the authentic “roots” music of African-American performers (such as Huddie “Lead Belly” Ledbetter, Lightnin’ Hopkins, and Big Mama Thornton).

Although these white college students seemed to be sincere in their admiration for African-American music, this large influx of white patrons into traditionally black clubs led to overcrowding of these venues, resulting in regular customers who were black being turned away. As Austin blues musician Henry “Bluesboy” Hubbard recalled, if “you went to Charlie’s Playhouse on a Friday or Saturday night, the place was completely white.” As a result, a sort of racial displacement in black music venues on the East Side unfolded in which whites called ahead and reserved seating in black clubs, leaving African Americans who frequented the clubs without a seat and without a say in the matter. White patrons were usually welcomed into East Austin blues venues, but most black musicians and fans did not receive the same warm reception if they ventured into Central or West Austin.

The fourth key development in the city’s music history is the emergence of a new generation of folk musicians throughout the country during the early 1960s. Younger folksingers, such as Bob Dylan, Odetta, and Joan Baez, built upon the traditions of earlier folk artists to help folk music reach new heights in popularity and to become an important part of the “soundtrack” of the Civil Rights and anti-Vietnam War movements. The field recordings made by Texas folklorist John Lomax and his son Alan during the 1930s and 1940s played a vital role in preserving the music of older artists who may have otherwise fallen into obscurity. Because of their diligent work in archiving and collecting folk culture throughout Texas and the rest of the South, the Lomaxes introduced “roots” music to a younger generation of listeners, thereby helping inspire the national folk music revival of the 1960s.

Austin already had a nascent live music scene by the early 1960s, which included coffee houses, honky tonks, dance halls, and other places where musicians from various genres gathered to perform for eager audiences. One of the best-known and most influential of these venues was Threadgill’s Tavern. In December 1933, Kenneth Threadgill opened his service station on North Lamar Boulevard in Austin and began selling gas, snacks, and beer. Threadgill was an amateur country singer who performed more traditional country music, including that of Jimmie Rodgers and Hank Williams. Threadgill held weekly hootenannies (informal gatherings in which musicians and the audiences often sang together), which helped make his gas station quite a popular hangout for local musicians, music fans, and students, faculty, and staff from the University of Texas.

As the folk music revival of the 1960s gathered momentum in Texas and across the nation, a growing number of younger folksingers and folk music aficionados began mingling with the more traditional country music crowd at Threadgill’s. Although some of the older attendees were unhappy with this influx of younger “folkies,” Threadgill was receptive to almost any type of music. He made everyone feel welcome and encouraged musicians of all generations and genres to interact freely and enjoy each other’s music.

Threadgill’s became the local hangout for young folk music fans looking for a cold beer and a place to socialize and perhaps even perform. One of these regulars was a University of Texas student from Port Arthur, Texas, named Janis Joplin. Joplin had long been interested in singing blues, folk, and other roots music but did not have much of a chance to do so until Threadgill took her under his wing and encouraged her to perform at his venue. Years later, after she moved to California and became arguably the best-known female singer of the late 1960s psychedelic-rock era, Joplin acknowledged Threadgill for helping her gain the confidence early on to be able to perform in public.

Although others were playing and listening to a variety of musical styles elsewhere around town, Threadgill’s established itself as one of the first and most popular venues where folk, country, roots music, blues, and rock and roll blended together to help lay a foundation for Austin’s countercultural music scene of the early 1960s. Some of the students and young people who frequented Threadgill’s later helped pioneer the psychedelic music scene in Austin. Because of his crucial role in encouraging this eclectic multi-genre and multi-generational approach to blending musical styles, Kenneth Threadgill became recognized as a “unifier of Austin’s past and present.”

In a 1973 article, Jan Reid and Don Roth credit Threadgill for the city’s “easy-going mix of musical styles.” By the mid-1960s, however, rock and roll had come to the Capital City. Austin’s folk patriarch welcomed just about any type of music in his filling station, but the little bar could no longer “contain all the musical excitement that seized the country” as rock and roll dominated the landscape of American music.

The fifth and final key development in Austin music that ultimately provided the city with its contemporary cultural heritage moniker is the emergence of both the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes. The psychedelic counterculture that thrived in San Francisco and New York City in the late 1960s continues to serve as a popular
embodiment of non-conformist subculture. Rockers in the Lone Star State were definitely influenced by the British Invasion of rock and roll that swept the country during the mid-1960s, but they still “reflected the distinct ethnic influences of the Southwest” in their interpretation of psychedelic music by donning “blue jeans, sweat shirts, and cowboy boots.” Compared to the better-known East and West Coast scenes, Austin’s psychedelic rock community forged a unique Texas identity for its participants. This element of Texas psychedelic music adds richness to the distinct geographical context of Austin counterculture.

The general public often romanticizes the counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s as a time of free love, peace, and mind-altering drugs. Historians and other scholars of the period tend to present a less embroidered illustration of the counterculture narrative. In *Scars of Sweet Paradise: The Life and Times of Janis Joplin*, Alice Echols challenges the often overly-romanticized images of the counterculture. A professor of history at the University of Southern California, Echols paints a more realistic portrait of the Austin that Janis Joplin experienced while she was a student at the University of Texas during the early 1960s. While a number of young people did participate in psychedelic culture and music, they were very much a minority of Austin’s youth. By taking a more objective look at Austin during this time period, Echols questions the common misperception that the city was a “party in perpetual progress.”

Another challenge to the widespread myth that the 1960s was a time of “peace, love, and social harmony” is the fact that the psychedelic counterculture had somewhat of a dark side. The popularity of psychedelic music relied heavily on the combined influence of hallucinogenic and psychotropic drugs. LSD was not available in the Central Texas area until 1964, and it would be made illegal in 1968. Consequently, because LSD could be difficult or even dangerous to acquire in Central Texas, it was not uncommon for Austinites who wished to partake in psychedelic experiences to purchase peyote plants from local nurseries or to harvest psilocybin mushrooms that grew naturally in nearby cow pastures. Drugs within psychedelic counterculture were seen by many as a “path to self-examination and spirituality,” and the belief that psychotropic drugs could open up the mind to new ideas and dimensions fueled the psychedelic music scene of Austin during the late 1960s.

Retired Austin police officer Harvey Gann recalled his experiences with the emergence of psychedelic drug culture in Travis County. Gann was accustomed to hardened criminals who used stronger drugs, such as morphine and heroin, but the introduction of psychedelics into the city of Austin overwhelmed the police force. Gann remembered dealing with young people on bad trips telling him that “snakes were coming out of the walls,” and that they were seeing “chewing gum men.” Unlike the sentences for possession given to those with existing criminal records, Gann believed that the “courts were sympathetic to the young people” engaging in psychedelic drug use, since they were usually college students.

For a brief time, the Vulcan Gas Company (nightclub) was the epicenter of the psychedelic music scene in Austin. The Vulcan Gas Company opened as a performance venue in 1967 and hosted musicians such as Muddy Waters, Johnny Winter, the 13th Floor Elevators, Shiva’s Headband, and Big Mama Thornton. In addition to its role as a concert space, the Vulcan became a popular hangout for participants in the psychedelic music scene. The goal of the Vulcan Gas Company, according to co-founder Don Hyde, was to bring the ideas and trends of San Francisco to Austin.

The Vulcan mimicked the aesthetic of other psychedelic music venues, such as San Francisco’s Avalon Ballroom and New York City’s Fillmore East. Psychedelic music, bright colors, and light shows became regular fixtures at the venue. Psychedelic poster artist Gilbert Shelton designed the 8’ X 12’ logo on the outside of the building. He created the design in
a style similar to what he had seen at the Fillmore East and the Avalon, although he wanted to make sure it was “larger, because this was Texas.”

Having never obtained a beer license, the Vulcan’s only revenue came from charging patrons at the door for admission. However, entry fee collection was sometimes inconsistent due to the widespread practice of not charging friends. To further complicate matters, the frequent (and sometimes open) use of drugs in and around the club drew both the attention and ire of local law enforcement. The Vulcan closed in 1970 due to financial hardship, and along with it the psychedelic era of Austin music began to fade.

During the early 1970s, Austin’s burgeoning progressive country music scene came to dominate the city’s cultural landscape. In *The Improbable Rise of Redneck Rock*, Jan Reid discusses the birth of the hippie cowboy within Texas counterculture. By hippie cowboy, Reid is referring to a countercultural demographic that still embraced elements of the earlier psychedelic music scene but expanded that with an eclectic mix of musical genres, including blues, Western swing, folk, honky tonk, boogie woogie, R&B, Tex-Mex, jazz, and others. This so-called “progressive country” scene of the 1970s blended the earlier hippie aesthetic of long hair, drug use, and progressive social and political ideology with more traditional (albeit stereotypical) Texas behavior, such as wearing cowboy hats and boots, drinking beer, eating BBQ, and other highly symbolic means of marking this hybridized hippie-cowboy counterculture as “uniquely Texan.”

In certain ways, the progressive country music scene emerging from Austin represented a melding of the hippie aesthetic that had spread nationally during the 1960s with the mythology, symbolism, and cultural traditions that had been associated with Texas for the previous two centuries. Progressive country music itself certainly represented a revolt against the “mainstream country music” popularized by Nashville studios since the 1950s. The so-called “Nashville sound” of this era tended to feature professional studio players performing pop-oriented music that was slickly produced (often including lavish string arrangements) and intended for commercial airplay.

By contrast, progressive country musicians in Austin, such as Asleep at the Wheel and Frea and the Firedogs, preferred performing in a loose, impromptu style that celebrated
Participants in the progressive country scene created a new local identity by combining earlier countercultural ideology with a more traditional southwestern identity. The popularity of progressive country initially baffled many Nashville industry professionals who were reluctant to “accept the talented outsiders who were forging new country sounds.” In Austin, performers and audiences recognized and accepted country music as a form of Texas heritage but also incorporated elements of counterculture into local identity to establish a music subculture highly specific to a sense of place. Participants in the progressive country scene created a new local identity by combining earlier countercultural ideology with a more traditional southwestern identity. Nashville music executives quickly warmed up to this new practice of expanding and redefining country music after they witnessed the commercial potential of progressive country. In fact, Nashville record labels coined the term “Outlaw Country” as a way to re-brand and market this new sound. Ironically, many pioneers of Nashville’s Outlaw Country scene were transplanted Texans, including Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, and Kris Kristofferson.

Within the progressive country music scene, the Armadillo World Headquarters remains one of the most notable concert venues. Opened in 1970, the Armadillo played host to a wide variety of local and national music acts, including Bruce Springsteen, the Pointer Sisters, Frank Zappa, Ravi Shankar, Freddie King, Willie Nelson, Asleep at the Wheel, Freda and the Firedogs, and Greezy Wheels. The Armadillo, along with other Austin clubs, such as Soap Creek Saloon and Antone’s, provided a welcoming environment for musical experimentation and the blending of a wide range of musical genres. This not only helped launch progressive country, but also the larger live music scene for which Austin would become famous. The Armadillo operated on a “shoestring budget” and with a mainly volunteer staff, so when real estate costs in the area dramatically increased by the late 1970s, the cavernous music hall ended its run on New Year’s Eve of 1980. Not long after the venue closed, the building that housed the Armadillo was demolished to make way for a high rise office building.

The history of Austin’s countercultural sound remains one of the most influential sources for the city’s current eclectic mythos. The key developments in Austin’s music history that facilitated the emergence of the psychedelic and progressive country music trends interweave with the earlier traditions of Texas-German music, a regional and national resurgence in appreciation of American folk culture, and the growing interest among young, white Texans for African-American music. While some of the city’s earlier musical narratives may have faded into partial obscurity, they all blended together over time to help create the current perception of Austin as “The Live Music Capital of the World.” Austin continues to mobilize particular music memories of its past to selectively re-work definitions of local nostalgia and re-invent regional identity. The next section analyzes the role of nostalgia and memory mediation associated with popular music. Specifically, it will identify the ways in which people use memory and music to reconstruct perceptions about history.

“You’re Gonna Miss Me”:
Nostalgia, Regional Identity, and the Mediation of Countercultural Memory

Janis Joplin, Led Zeppelin, the Beatles, and the Rolling Stones are just a few of the names immortalized in 1960s and 1970s popular music. A contemporary survey of the best-selling records in the United States during this period would undoubtedly include the aforementioned artists, along with Aretha Franklin, Bob Dylan, Creedence Clearwater Revival, the Supremes, and many others. These are some of the names and musical brands that have become emblematic of the era. In reality, however, the majority of best-selling albums during the 1960s were soundtracks for cinema box office hits, such as *Mary Poppins*, *West Side Story*, and *The Sound of Music*. This fact should challenge us to question how and why we choose to remember the role of popular music in ways that are not always accurate. In many ways, contemporary film further serves to distort our collective memory of 1960s and 1970s popular music. Movies such as *Almost Famous*, *Pirate Radio*, and *Forrest Gump* all carry time period-specific themes and storylines which, accompanied by carefully compiled soundtrack selections, shroud music history in contemporary perceptions of countercultural nostalgia.
There is a significant disparity between what truly was the most popular music of the period and what our collective perception would have us believe. Although this discrepancy might seem a bit jarring at first, it can help us better understand the ways in which popular culture helps to reshape shared memories of music in each decade of twentieth-century American society. The way that people remember a time period or a specific event is affected by the music they associate with those experiences. The countercultural music scenes that emerged in Central Texas from the late 1960s through the 1970s not only earned Austin national notoriety, but they also changed the way Austinites chose to remember themselves.

This section focuses on the role that memory plays in the history of Austin's countercultural music scenes. It also examines how both the collective and individual memories of the music were employed to develop new definitions of musical nostalgia, establish regional identity, and, ultimately, mold powerful examples of local music iconography.

Situating Austin's countercultural music scenes within a memory studies framework permits a closer examination of the ways in which communities utilize popular music and associated subcultures to reconstruct memories, local identity, and meanings of the past.

Themes of an “imagined past” are found throughout nearly all types of music. The nostalgic longing for a supposedly better time and place than the present are universal archetypes used by humans when constructing collective memory and historical narratives to suit their cultural needs. Throughout history new groups with new ideas have reconstituted cultural context with which it is associated. Nostalgia is a common theme within popular music, deployed within songs themselves and as a relationship between the listener and the perceived past. With new musical trends and with every passing decade, the human construct of nostalgia is usually present. In the scope of this research, nostalgia refers to listeners and musicians using themes of an imagined past to re-work perceptions of history in order to serve cultural needs of the present. The participants in Austin's countercultural music scene of the 1960s and 1970s certainly did this, as they formed relationships with the music, the people, and the environment in which the music scenes thrived.

The foundation of memory processes lies in the physiological and neurological response to music. Several recent scientific studies have helped illuminate the neurological response to music within the human brain. Specifically, many of these studies focus on the powerful connection between music and memory. According to the majority of this research, we hear and process music differently than we do the spoken word. In fact, more parts of the brain are stimulated by music than any other type of auditory input. Therefore, we attach ourselves to music and internalize it in such a way that it has the power to elicit highly personal modes of memory. Understanding the relationship between the human brain and music provides a foundation by which historians and other social scientists can understand why and how people use music to strengthen cultural bonds.

In popular music scholarship, assigning historical significance to any music trend or movement relies heavily on the value placed upon it by human experience, memory, and nostalgia. People are able to select which memories to utilize and which memories to discard or forget. Without the mobilization of tradition and memory within music, historians would not be able to extract cultural context. Tradition in music provides a cultural “process of diffusion” that reuses ideas and memories from a particular time to rework and reconstruct systems of belief. Viewing memory as a stagnant mode of historical narrative is outdated. Instead, memories and traditions are mobilized and reassembled over and over again to give new meaning to music and to the cultural context with which it is associated.

The countercultural music scenes of Austin during the 1960s and 1970s are excellent examples of the public mediating memory and mobilizing tradition. Part of this is due to the fact that during the mid-twentieth century many younger people experienced an unprecedented interest in traditional American folk music. Many believed that this early folk music was somehow more culturally authentic. In reality, however, this “authentic” folk music canon already had been mediated and constructed by earlier folklorists and musicians, all of whom had helped determine which forms of music they considered to be of value and which would be excluded from the nation's collective repertoire. By manipulating and selecting which folk music to preserve (and which to discard), folklorists, musicians, and others from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries very subjectively determined what the general public would come to consider genuine American music decades later.

During the 1930s and 1940s the Library of Congress employed folklorists to conduct field recordings throughout the southern and western United States in order to preserve the music of African Americans, Mexican Americans, cowboys and other groups whose music stood little chance of otherwise being preserved for future posterity. As a result, these folklorists brought blues, folk, and other types of music to a new generation of listeners during the 1960s. This younger generation would assign new meaning to American folk music
by reinterpreting earlier traditions and memories in the music in order to make it more relevant to the “modern” world in which they lived.

Each generation, whether consciously or subconsciously, reconstructs tradition and memory to suit its own needs. The countercultural music scene in Austin did just that. Participants in the scene had a reverence for older artists, such as Mance Lipscomb, an African-American guitarist and singer who lived near Navasota, Texas. Lipscomb, whose father had been a slave, played a wide range of musical styles, including gospel, ballads, and blues, and performed mostly in his local community when he was “discovered” by folklorists in 1960.\(^{58}\) For many young people caught up in the folk music renaissance of the time, Lipscomb represented the embodiment of authentic roots music, unspoiled by the commercialization that dominated so much of American music. Tary Owens, a musician, folklorist, and graduate student at the University of Texas, thought of Lipscomb not only as a revered musical icon but also as a father figure.\(^{59}\) Musicians, fans, and folklorists of Austin’s counterculture scene sincerely admired Lipscomb and other veteran roots musicians, but, in certain ways, they also appropriated the traditions of these older artists in order to help legitimize their own music by linking the counterculture of their generation with traditions of the past.

This process, one that takes particular forms of popular culture (music in this case) and mediates the memories associated with it to create new perceptions of history, is related to memory frameworks posed by historians Pierre Nora and Alison Landsberg. Nora, an early pioneer of memory studies, regards memory as a mode of historical interpretation that “informs and is informed by lived experience.”\(^{60}\) However, Nora asserts that there is an “irrevocable break” which occurs between history and memory processes. By break, Nora means that history practices should aim to be more critical, detached from emotion, and analytical. However, he laments a “vanished form of relation to the past” in the face of modern mass culture in which people no longer have the luxury of remaining “unconscious” to memory’s “successive deformations.” Nora may claim historical objectivity, but he reveals his own propensity toward nostalgia.\(^{61}\)

Alison Landsberg, a memory studies scholar at George Mason University, presents a somewhat similar framework to Nora’s in that she agrees that the process of memory aids historical interpretation. Landsberg’s framework, however, does not insist that historical interpretation of memory should strive for complete objectivity. She does not see mass culture and media as modern inventions designed to ruin the historical value of memory but, instead, as technological conduits through which new forms of memory are created. Perhaps even more notable, Landsberg proposes that, through means of technological media, people are able to “experience an event or a past without having actually lived through it.” She calls this idea prosthetic memory. The primary evidence she uses is cinema, specifically films that are adaptations of historical events. Through the production of contemporary historical film, viewers are able to “inhabit” or “take on” other people’s memories regardless of the viewer’s actual lived experience.\(^{62}\)

Several well-known movies, cited earlier, are good examples of Landsberg’s theory in action. All three of the films, _Almost Famous, Pirate Radio_, and _Forrest Gump_, share overlapping themes related to the 1960s, the 1970s, popular music, and popular culture. While none of these claim authentic ownership over any single historical narrative, each reinforces a time period’s perceived cultural environment through means of language, fashion trends, and most important to this scholarship, the carefully curated musical soundtrack.

Landsberg’s technique works to extract the cultural context of history by means of film and memory. However, her framework is also applicable to the relationship between popular music and memory, specifically in regard to the countercultural sound of Austin during the 1960s and 1970s. Landsberg uses modern film as a key form of popular media in order to understand memory reconstruction, but her concept is also widely applicable to the constantly changing terrain of American popular music. The countercultural music scene of Austin borrowed from earlier genres and trends in order to create new perceptions and new definitions of musical nostalgia and authenticity.

The rise of the “new” folk scene during the early 1960s among university students in Austin helped bring together musicians and fans interested in the resurgence of traditional American music. Powell St. John, a regular at Threadgill’s and part of the folk group the Waller Creek Boys (which included for a time Janis Joplin), recalls that his interest in American folk stemmed from pure personal enjoyment. Unlike the beat generation before them, St. John claims that they “played guitars and banjos for their own amusement,” and that the music was just a “way to pass the time.”\(^{63}\) The “folkies” of the early 1960s had just missed the beat movement, but they still yearned for what they considered to be authentic American folk music.

Thanks to John Lomax and other folklorists who recorded cowboy ballads and traditional African-American folk music, the folkies of 1960s Austin drew from the traditional material recorded by John Lomax and other folklorists of the 1930s-1950s in order to establish a new standard of...
Alison Landsberg argues that contemporary film provides viewers a lens through which perceptions of unlived historical experience are formed, the participants in the 1960s Austin scene used the unlived experiences associated with traditional folk music to carry out the same sort of cultural mobilization. By 1964 and 1965, these young folkies began organizing formal concerts in the University of Texas Student Union showcasing the artists they had come to revere as "true [roots] musicians," including Mance Lipscomb, Robert Shaw, Grey Ghost, and even Kenneth Threadgill himself.  

In many ways, teenagers of the 1960s represented a new breed of American youth. They grew up during one of the most economically prosperous eras in the nation's history, which brought with it unprecedented opportunities for leisure activity, university educations, and ownership of automobiles, phonographs, records, and numerous other types of technology. The emergence of the teenager as a new demographic introduced a sociological tension in which young people had limited generational models in terms of memory and could not easily recycle the traditions and memories of their parents in order to contextualize the world around them. Whereas their parents' generation had endured the difficulties of the Great Depression and World War II, these young people enjoyed unprecedented economic and social freedom. Many of them turned to music, movies, and other forms of entertainment to try and construct a historical memory that made sense within the context of their rapidly modernizing world.

Even as psychedelic rock gained popularity in the Austin area by the mid-1960s, elements of traditional folk music remained an important part of the evolving counterculture. In addition to the changing sound of the music itself, one of the most important differences between the earlier folk scene and the psychedelic scene was a shift in drug culture. Psychotropic and hallucinogenic drugs and rock and roll gained popularity among musicians and young people in the area by the mid-1960s, but some local psychedelic musicians, perhaps most notably a band called the 13th Floor Elevators, maintained connections with the earlier folk culture. The Elevators' signature sound stemmed from the use of a jug, an instrument previously used primarily in folk music. Traditionally, this instrument is played by blowing into it to produce various notes, usually in a somewhat muffled tone. The Elevators amplified the jug and pioneered a louder, more electronic sound. They also added drums, electric guitars, and vocals by a dynamic young frontman named Roky Erickson, whose singing style often included screaming song lyrics.  

Although much of Austin's music was shifting toward a harder-edged, electrified version of its folk predecessor, the strong connection to roots and blues music continued throughout the rise of the psychedelic scene. The Vulcan Gas Company showcased many of the biggest names in blues, including Muddy Waters, Jimmy Reed, Freddie King, Fred McDowell, and Big Mama Thornton. The eagerness to include these earlier blues figures in the psychedelic scene of Austin is evidence of a nostalgia among younger fans who longed to connect with a musical past which they had not actually experienced.

Although the collective memory of late 1960s countercultural music scenes in Austin often presents a somewhat exaggerated and romanticized historical narrative, there is value in the cultural context because it reveals which idealized forms of historical memory people choose to employ. Regardless of whether it is always factually accurate, collective memory reflects the "history-making practices we have inherited from the past" and reveals how humans make sense of the world around them, both past and present. Collective memory also serves as a general historical framework within which historians can situate other versions of countercultural perceptions (or misperceptions) in order to add dimension and complexity to what is often an over-simplified or mythologized past.

In certain ways, the psychedelic music scene that developed in Austin during the late 1960s challenges the common national narrative of "hippie" counterculture. The story of countercultural music in Central Texas provides a distinct perspective from which to examine the larger landscape of American music, but it also illustrates how unique these music scenes were. Personal accounts from those involved in Austin's counterculture often describe the challenges of being a hippie in Texas at that time. Powell St. John remembers how most students at the university saw him and his friends as "proto-freaks" and "non-conformists." Don Taylor, a sound engineer for the Vulcan who also worked at San Francisco's Avalon Ballroom, explained the consequences for young men who chose to adopt the countercultural aesthetic: if you "grow your hair out twelve inches long, you find out what it means to be a second-class citizen."  

One of the best examples of this marginalization appears in the caption of a photograph in the 1963 University of Texas yearbook. Janis Joplin is pictured with the Waller Creek Boys, Powell St. John and Kirk Lanier, during an organized sing-along in the Student Union. In the photo, St. John has a harmonica while Lanier plays the guitar—a banjo leaning against the wall behind him. Holding her guitar in one hand and a cigarette in the other, and her face pointed upward in mid-song, Joplin looks rather disheveled. Her hair is messy and frizzy, and she wears pants and a dark baggy sweater. At
In Austin’s countercultural music scenes, young people aspired to produce cultural cohesion and a sense of communal identity, but they also utilized this form of social interaction to make their own highly personalized connections with the past.

Elements of countercultural fashion and marijuana tolerance were still embraced in the progressive country scene. While cowboy boots, gingham, and western dress became popular fashion choices within the scene, it was not uncommon to see “naked midriffs” and “bare hippie feet” or to catch the passing of a marijuana cigarette at the Armadillo World Headquarters. What performers in this music scene managed was to “distill a blend of music that reflects the background, outlook, and needs of a unique Austin audience.”

Young people within this scene addressed the ideological tension between coming of age in a Texas version of counterculture while, at the same time, yearning for an earlier, simpler time. For example, at a 1973 Willie Nelson concert at the Armadillo World Headquarters, onlookers Jan Reid and Don Roth comment on the youthful crowd:

The audience is largely comprised of middle class youth who hail from Texas cities yet are rarely more than two or three generations removed from more rural times; they came to Austin because the feel of those rural times still lingers there. In a way, they are a new breed of conservative who despair over big-city hype and 20th-century progress and romanticize “getting back to the land.” However, they are inescapably children of the mid-20th century. They grew up with their fingers on radio dials and stereo headsets clamped over their ears. Their need for music is insatiable.

This description perfectly aligns with Landsberg’s concept of prosthetic memory while also highlighting the group’s newly constructed assertion of regional identity. Patrons of progressive country used music to collectively reconstruct memory of non-lived historical experience and, in doing so, established a contemporary understanding of the past. Progressive country music served as the cultural medium through which people were able to “inhabit” or “take on” another’s memories in order to experience a part of the past without actually living through it.

Participants within music subcultures, particularly the counterculture of 1960s Austin, used music to internally differentiate between the “psychological self and the self as a social entity.” In Austin’s countercultural music scenes, young people aspired to produce cultural cohesion and a sense of communal identity, but they also utilized this form of social interaction to make their own highly personalized connections with the past.

The individual memories associated with Austin’s countercultural music scenes also help historians identify narrative detractions that challenge both the regional and national collective memories of the 1960s and 1970s. While public memory is helpful to contextualize the larger ideas of a time period or group of people, individual memory serves as a reminder that recollection is not monolithic. Over time, the collective memory associated with popular music tends to create cultural scripts that have the potential to generalize or dilute historical narrative. Cultural scripts are the constructed and widely accepted versions of stories that groups use to shape personal memories to fit a largely recognized narrative.
It is important to acknowledge those countercultural participants who do not look back on their younger days with a yearning to return to a supposed “golden age” of Austin music. For example, Stephen Harrigan, long-time writer at *Texas Monthly*, recalls his time in the Austin counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s without any twinge of starry-eyed longing. He admits that the city had “an offbeat pulse of energy that was intoxicating,” but describes the social environment of Austin as one that had “an insistence on its own laid-back wonder.”

Harrigan believes that the excitement of Austin’s countercultural music scenes helped facilitate his own personal stagnation. His individual memory reveals a point of view that others might have experienced, as well, but because of pre-constructed cultural scripts that propagate a more nostalgic narrative of Austin counterculture, Harrigan’s memories are overshadowed by contemporary historical perception.

The countercultural music scenes of Austin during the 1960s and 1970s are unique examples of popular music history and memory studies. Music scenes and the memories that people attach to them certainly reveal generational relevancy and the fluid nature of popular music trends, but they also highlight human patterns of memory reconstruction and behavior. This is important to examine in order to better understand the ways in which people use popular music to rework definitions of nostalgia and create new perceptions of regional identity. While countercultural music scenes in Austin come and go, the memories of these particular subcultures serve as intangible cultural remnants upon which present-day cultural heritage is established.

As public memory re-shaped the historical recollection of popular music in Austin, new symbols of collective experience eventually began to emerge. The following section focuses on the dominant forms of iconography that grew out of the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes. From the emblematic image of the armadillo to the internationally recognizable profile of Willie Nelson’s braids and bandana, the iconography associated with Austin music serves as a remnant of mediated countercultural memory.
Cosmic Totems and Countercultural Idols: Master Symbols and the Iconography of Austin Music

The previous section examined the role of nostalgia, memory, and regional identity in the legacy of Austin’s countercultural music scene. Out of that mediation grew widely recognizable and enduring images and icons. Cowboy boots, longhorn cattle, and other images of cowboy culture have long served as some of the most potent images of Texas iconography. Meant to be representative of particular cultural experiences, these symbols evolved as a type of shorthand to highlight selected historical memories. This section explores the development of iconography directly related to Austin music, specifically the armadillo as a countercultural totem of the 1960s and Willie Nelson as a local and national symbol of 1970s Austin music.

The analysis of music iconography reveals the ways in which people choose to “package” an era or subculture in highly symbolic ways in order to provide easily accessible recognition. The iconography of Austin music helps historians understand which memories and narratives are mobilized (brought forward) to the present to serve as enduring symbols or markers and which are not. This helps to highlight the socially constructed (and sometimes distorted) meanings ascribed to the city’s countercultural mythology.

Years before the armadillo became an unofficial mascot for the state of Texas, the odd-looking, hard-shelled mammal became a countercultural icon in Austin. The armadillo did not arrive in Texas until the mid-nineteenth century and eventually migrated into the Hill Country region by the turn of the twentieth century. By the 1960s Austin poster artist Jim Franklin, later called the “Michelangelo of armadillo art,” began using illustrations of the animal in his artwork. Throughout the late 1960s Franklin drew armadillos on concert flyers and as a map marker for local points of interest in an Austin underground newspaper.

Franklin’s illustrations gave the armadillo a ubiquitous presence around Central Texas, but it was when Eddie Wilson opened his now legendary South Austin music and arts venue in 1970 and christened it the Armadillo World Headquarters that the humble creature truly became a countercultural icon. The Armadillo World Headquarters, located in a former National Guard armory, played host to a wide range of musical acts, but at its core, it served as the “nexus for the cosmic cowboy sound of Austin.” Wilson admits that the selection of the armadillo as the namesake of the space “had no significance at first” and that the name “just came to him as he was walking in downtown Austin.”

However, when Jim Franklin became the “resident artist” of the Armadillo World Headquarters, he used the building’s namesake to create bold and colorful murals filled with armadillos throughout the interior and exterior of the space. Franklin “took the image of the Texas rodent” and “made sure that the people of Austin knew what it stood for” by making the “familiar little mammal synonymous with this new place to hear music.” Whether Eddie Wilson and Jim Franklin knew it at the time, their version of the Texas nine-banded armadillo would soon take on new life as the countercultural mascot for progressive country music subculture throughout most of the 1970s.

The image of the armadillo soon appeared on album covers, clothing, and beer commercials, and by the late 1970s, had “spread like a virus” to express “that which is Texan.” Victoria, a city one-fourth the size of Austin during the 1970s, is roughly a two-hour drive southeast of the Capital City towards the Gulf of Mexico. The South Texas town created the festival and used the armadillo motif to promote an eclectic array of themed activities from armadillo racing to crowning the Armadillo Queen. The schedule of events included everything from a body-painting contest to street dancing. In addition to a plethora of souvenirs, such as T-shirts embellished with cartoon armadillos, the event also provided plenty of cold beer. Last but certainly not least, live music, specifically the armadillo as a countercultural totem of the 1960s and Willie Nelson as a local and national symbol of 1970s Austin music.

The use of the animal as a countercultural symbol of Austin music even managed to transcend the regional context of the Hill Country. One of the most interesting and surprising cases of this occurred in the form of the International Armadillo Confab and Exposition hosted by the city of Victoria from 1971 until 1976.

Victoria, a city one-fourth the size of Austin during the 1970s, is roughly a two-hour drive southeast of the Capital City towards the Gulf of Mexico. The South Texas town created the festival and used the armadillo motif to promote an eclectic array of themed activities from armadillo racing to crowning the Armadillo Queen. The schedule of events included everything from a body-painting contest to street dancing. In addition to a plethora of souvenirs, such as T-shirts embellished with cartoon armadillos, the event also provided plenty of cold beer. Last but certainly not least, live
bands played a variety of musical styles, including country, rock, and German polkas.

By its third year, the Victoria Armadillo Confab and Exposition had gained some national attention. One man reported having to miss the 1973 festival after a family death forced him to move to upstate New York. Much to his surprise, however, a radio show in Binghamton, New York, carried a live broadcast of the festivities. Seth Bovey, who later became a professor of English at Louisiana State University in Alexandria, recalls his expectations for attending the Confab and Exposition as a teenager in 1973 by explaining that he and his friends believed they were headed from Louisiana to the “Texas equivalent of Woodstock.” While the Victoria festival certainly never achieved that same legendary status, its popularity and its widespread use of the armadillo and other countercultural elements associated with the Armadillo World Headquarters is strong evidence that Austin's thriving countercultural scene was having an impact well beyond the city limits.

Retrospective analyses of the armadillo as cultural icon provide clear parallels between counterculture and Austin music. Looking back on the music and social environment in Austin from the 1960s to the 1970s, the contemporary role of the armadillo as a symbol of nonconformist culture lends itself well to a carefully constructed narrative. In a later interview, Eddie Wilson proposes a rather colorful explanation for the seemingly natural connections between Austin's counterculture and the armadillo:

Armados and hippies are somewhat alike, because they're maligned and picked on. Armadillos like to sleep all day and roam all night. They share their homes with others. People think they’re smelly and ugly and they keep their noses in the grass. They’re paranoid. But they’ve got one characteristic that nobody can knock. They survive.

Although Wilson admits early on that his decision to use the armadillo as the namesake of his performance space was pure happenstance, his contemporary perception of the armadillo as a countercultural icon reveals the fluid nature of iconographical designation. Others suggest that the lowly armadillo is representative of loftier social and political agendas embedded within Austin's counterculture. Seth Bovey argues that participants in the Texas counterculture made a conscious decision to imitate the inherent nature of the armadillo as a creature of passive, non-violent tendencies. His argument goes as far as to suggest that just as hippies “relied upon gathering power by amassing huge numbers of individuals who all held the same values,” armadillos represented strength in numbers and, because of their swift migration into North America, emulating the armadillo somehow paralleled “their hopes for a revolution of the masses.”

Bovey’s ideas about the armadillo as an icon, although perhaps far-fetched, add another layer of complexity to the way people use historical generalizations to reconstruct perceptions of musical narratives. He takes the image of the armadillo and creates an analysis based on retrospective collective memory of the Austin countercultural music experience. Today, the armadillo has become an undeniable element of Texas culture, but its humble symbolic beginnings as a countercultural mascot exemplify the evolution and fluidity of cultural iconography.

When progressive country music took Austin by storm in the early 1970s, one figure in country music came to dominate the local scene and the national media. Willie Nelson, already a well-known singer and songwriter before first performing at the Armadillo, is probably the most widely recognizable Austin music icon. Today, Willie Nelson's name calls forth visions of long braids accompanied by a neatly folded bandana tied around his forehead. His laid-back attitude, carefree demeanor, and, particularly, his open use of marijuana are all characteristics now synonymous with the “Red Headed Stranger.” When Nelson began his songwriting career in the early 1960s, however, his appearance was a far cry from the countercultural music icon that Austinites and the rest of the country came to embrace by the end of the 1970s.

Born in Abbott, Texas, in 1933, Nelson began his songwriting career at the tender age of six, jotting down lyrics in his
composition books. He played with a polka band as a boy and, later, with a Western swing band before joining the Air Force. There, he had ample time to refine his mastery of songwriting. It was not until the early 1960s, however, that Nelson settled in Nashville and started gaining national attention with such hits as “Night Life,” “Hello Walls,” and “Crazy.”

Despite his success as a songwriter, Nelson grew frustrated with what he considered to be Nashville’s limits on his artistic creativity. Although he wanted to write jazz and blues-inspired country and play it before live audiences, he (like most professional songwriters in Nashville at the time) was expected to simply crank out hits for established stars, such as Patsy Cline and Faron Young, to perform. For Nelson and many others, the country music that came out of Nashville during the early 1960s had an “assembly line” feel to it. Given Nelson’s unconventional sound and appearance, the task of achieving commercial success as a recording artist and performer in the Nashville music machine was not an easy one.

Because there were few opportunities around Nashville for Nelson to play live, he began traveling back home to Texas several times a year to perform in the dance hall circuit he knew from his earlier days. In 1970, Nelson’s house in Tennessee burned down, so he relocated to Bandera, Texas, (north of San Antonio) to wait for his home to be rebuilt. He soon became busy playing in dance halls across the Lone Star State and decided not to return to Nashville. Instead, in 1972 Nelson moved to Austin, where progressive country was just taking off. Upon surveying the cultural and musical terrain of the city, he remarked that “something is going on down here.” That something was a reference to the emerging countercultural movement driven mainly by a younger generation of music fans. He acknowledged that this new audience was “a little younger” and a “little crazier about drugs than he was,” but Nelson wanted to “tap into” their youthful energy and innovative spirit in order to create a unique musical experience within the Texas counterculture. 

In 1972, Nelson first performed at the Armadillo and soon became the “talk of the town” as the “new hot act” at the popular venue. With Nelson at the forefront of the progressive country scene, Austin began to gain regional and national attention. He joined forces with a local Austin radio station, KOKE-FM, to get progressive country on the radio alongside the nationally recognized rock music of the day. Through his music, Nelson also promoted Lone Star beer. Although he did not receive direct payment for the endorsement, Lone Star agreed to promote Nelson’s performances through concert posters and ads. Even though he already drank Lone Star off stage, Nelson understood that by promoting the beer in his songs and during concerts he could potentially eliminate the lingering stigma that Lone Star was the beer of an older, more rural generation. By establishing relationships with local industries for promotion and exposure, Nelson helped define the cultural elements that accompanied participation in the progressive country scene in Austin.

Willie Nelson transcended the artistic sphere in Austin to create enduring business connections, which ultimately reinforced perceptions of regional identity, countercultural memory, and Texas culture. He came to represent a particular experience in Austin, and his image is still one of the most recognizable forms of iconography within the city’s music history. However, it is important to point out that there is a specific version of Nelson that became iconic. This includes long braided hair, a beard, a bandana tied around his head, a T-shirt, blue jeans, and tennis shoes—all emblematic of the youthful, non-conformist attitude embraced by Nelson and so many others in the progressive music scene of the 1970s.

During a 1973 performance at Austin’s (now defunct) Aqua Festival, Willie Nelson appeared clean-shaven and relatively shorthaired, sporting a cowboy hat and a burnt orange University of Texas T-shirt. Despite his growing presence in the Austin music scene and emerging role as a spokesman for progressive country, Nelson does not begin to exhibit elements of his more recognizable “hippie cowboy” style until around 1975 when he started to wear a bandana around his increasingly long hair. In fact, his now trademark braided hair does not appear until almost 1980.

Even though the Armadillo World Headquarters shut down in 1980 and the progressive country scene began to fade from prominence, the iconic vision of Willie Nelson had just begun taking shape. Although his style evolved over the course of a decade, the way that Austin chooses to visualize Nelson reveals how a community engages in retrospective memory mediation to construct a particular form of iconography that is both widely recognizable and accessible beyond its original geographical context.

Today, Willie Nelson’s facial profile is internationally recognizable. His braids alone have become their own form of thematic representation often used to embody the spirit of 1970s country music. Symbolically, Nelson represents a combination of both Texas tradition and hippie counterculture. This selective blending of old and new cultural elements has helped create a unique brand of country music specific to a certain time period and geographic location. In some ways, Nelson’s current role as a cultural icon transcends traditional confines to represent a selectively constructed symbol of all that is “decidedly American.”

Imagine the irony when New York fashion designer Mara Hoffman used Willie Nelson’s braid aesthetic as a theme
for her Spring 2016 clothing line. Dressing runway models in 30-inch braided extensions accessorized by tied bandanas across their foreheads with “1970s Americana” as the designer’s creative inspiration presents an odd juxtaposition in contemporary culture. In this case, Nelson’s image shifts from one synonymous with a particular musical experience in the specific regional context of Texas to one that becomes representative of American cultural heritage and folklore in a national (and perhaps international) context. In 1983, Waylon Jennings received Nelson’s snipped braids, still red at the time, as a gift from Johnny Cash and June Carter to celebrate Jennings’s sobriety. While iconic enough in 1983 to cut and give as a celebratory gift to a fellow musician, those same braids sold at Jennings’s estate auction in 2014 to an anonymous bidder for an astonishing $37,000.

As a performer who has long represented rural, working-class country music embellished with a twist of hippie heritage, Nelson’s present-day identifier as a commercial entity adds complexity to his contemporary cultural status. From T-shirts to Halloween costumes, his now iconic look is a distinguishable element of twentieth-century American popular culture. From the moment that visitors arrive at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport, Willie Nelson merchandise is widely available for purchase throughout the souvenir shops. The Bob Bullock Texas State History Museum in Austin dedicates a section of its gift shop to the “Red Headed Stranger.”

The iconography associated with popular music reveals a number of intricate facets of regionally and nationally recognized subcultures. The ways in which groups choose to retrospectively brand or package an experience demonstrates a process that interweaves historical narrative and modern day cultural perceptions of those narratives. The images and symbols that come to represent music scenes are the selected products of interconnected historiography and memory mediation. The armadillo and Willie Nelson are only a few of the city’s most identifiable examples of Austin music iconography, but these are carefully curated forms of visual representation that inform and continually reinforce a community’s contemporary sense of place.

Ultimately, the establishment of iconography plays an integral role in the construction of cultural heritage. The next section draws upon the tangible and intangible remnants of Austin’s countercultural music history to understand the development and application of cultural heritage in the Capital City. It also highlights the interconnected and dependent nature of musical nostalgia, memory mediation, the emergence of selected iconography, and the subsequent construction of cultural heritage.

Reverberation: The Development and Designation of Popular Music as Cultural Heritage in the Capital City

The contemporary cultural landscape of Austin reveals the ways in which popular music history and memory often are manipulated in order to define both regional identity and an established sense of heritage rooted in the city’s countercultural sound. So far, this study has sought to connect the general popular music historiography of Austin with memory, identity, and iconographical processes. While each section of this article examines those roles individually, the construction of cultural heritage based on countercultural music is the culmination of these methodological relationships. Today, Austin is an international hub for music that markets itself as a cultural mosaic rooted in countercultural sound. This segment is a contemporary analysis of Austin’s popular music history as cultural heritage.

In the introduction of this article, I loosely categorized heritage as a practice wherein the present day “mediation of the past” poses important questions about why and how localities preserve any one particular historical experience and use it to employ a regional or collective sense of tradition. It is important to note, however, that as practitioners of public history continue to grant vocal agency and historical inclusivity to a wider audience, heritage discourse in the twenty-first century cultural landscape increasingly becomes a pluralistic entity that “all but defies definition.” This developing reality within heritage discourse creates challenges for the ways historians and the public choose to identify, “represent, curate, or package” popular music history as an emerging form of cultural heritage.

Preservation Austin (formerly known as the Heritage Society of Austin) is a non-profit that supports city preservation efforts. This organization attempts to save “the good stuff” in Austin’s architectural, social, and cultural history by means of historic preservation. It helps designate historic homes and local historic districts, and it offers self-guided historic tours of the city. Preservation Austin is focused primarily on the preservation of the built (or “tangible”) environment.

However, in order to understand the preservation challenges associated with something more abstract, such as popular music as part of Austin’s cultural heritage, it is necessary to examine the ways in which the concept of heritage evolved methodologically and how its discourse impacts the concept of popular music and culture as a valid form of heritage. There are several heritage experts whose research molded the conceptual frameworks for heritage discussion. For the purposes of this article, the work of David Lowenthal, Raphael Samuel, and Dirk Spennemann represents the wide range of
David Lowenthal, a heritage historian and geographer at University College London, spent the majority of his career exploring the relationship among popular forms of heritage, nostalgia, and the academic processes of traditional history. Lowenthal argues that heritage is the tool by which humans create personal connections with the past and shape their collective identity. He draws a distinct line between heritage and history, in which the academic practice of historical methods is superior to that of popular heritage. Lowenthal considers the popularization of heritage to be a kind of cultural fetish, its value incalculable by scholarly standards and “gauged not by critical tests but by current potency.” While Lowenthal views popular culture as heritage as a trend, he points out that this particular form of heritage possesses a collective sense of contemporary relevancy. History and its practitioners thrive on primary evidence and consistency, yet heritage is no more than the human need to contextualize and personalize history. Lowenthal envisions a distinct separation between heritage and history, but the usefulness of his theory is based on identifying the subjective nature of popular heritage as a result of social pressure and commercial popularity.

Lowenthal’s perception of the relationship between traditional historical practice and the emergence of popular music heritage is rather negative, but his theoretical views reveal how earlier heritage discourse viewed forms of popular culture, including popular music, as reputable cultural heritage. Raphael Samuel, a historian of heritage and memory, sees the fluid nature of heritage application in a more positive light. He focuses on bottom-up history and seeks to “re-discover the lives of millions overlooked by historians of big names and big events.” To Samuel, “heritage is a nomadic term, which travels easily, and puts down roots” in “seemingly uncompromising terrain.” He celebrates the pluralistic nature of heritage application and applauds its growing social inclusivity.

Dirk Spennemann, a cultural heritage scholar in Australia, proposes a different framework for cultural heritage scholarship. Spennemann specializes in the study of future heritage. This emerging subfield of heritage addresses the issues surrounding conceptual contextualization of current and emerging forms of cultural heritage in order to predict future trends. Compared to Lowenthal and Samuel, Spennemann’s definition of heritage does not intrude upon the traditional process of history making but is simply the “result of human interaction with the environment and one another.”

Spennemann’s strength is twofold. He acknowledges that cultural heritage is a human construct, but he also introduces the idea that heritage practices are not for future generations. Spennemann emphasizes that historians should be careful regarding this assertion in the name of preservation, and instead, practitioners of history should view heritage preservation as evidence of current historical relevancy and cultural potency.

Lowenthal, Samuel, and Spennemann provide strong theoretical foundations in their argument for the place of cultural heritage in historical practice and preservation. However, these scholars do not examine the role of heritage in direct relation to popular music subculture. Their importance for our purposes lies in confirmation that humans construct cultural heritage by selecting elements that they deem valuable or symbolic of the past, “expressive of desire rather than necessary continuity,” and relate them to contemporary culture and society.

There are four major methodological paradigms within cultural heritage scholarship that have impeded the conceptualization of popular music as a legitimate form of cultural heritage. First is the notion that heritage is treated as something completely detached from popular culture. Popular culture and music are excluded from the heritage categories because they are somehow constructed in opposition to the traditional definitions of cultural heritage and labeled as “commercial, inauthentic, and so unworthy” of official designation as significant aspects of cultural heritage.

A second major point of contention within heritage discourse is that of shared authority. Discussions of heritage and the authority to designate cultural value trace a hierarchy ranging from institutionalized consensus-driven versions of historical narrative to what is categorized as the “multi-vocal nature of subaltern and dissenting heritage” within localities. This hierarchy underscores the juxtaposition of standardized, institutionalized versions of heritage discourse and the regional counterpart that relies on the expression of individual and unofficial heritage designation.

Thirdly, heritage is often researched in terms of duality. For example, localism versus globalism, regional versus national, and resident versus tourist are all versions of heritage discourse that accentuate how the “positionality of their agency” plays an integral role in shaping, reconstructing, and reproducing heritage practices. Popular music as cultural heritage requires abandoning this dualistic approach and, instead, accentuating the value of local and national narrative interplay. The larger collective memory of popular music history serves as a frame of reference and context in which general aspects of popular music—such as genre, place, and widespread music trends—inform a larger aesthetic framework. At the local level, music subcultures incorporate elements of the broader framework to provide a nurturing
creative environment that breeds “home-grown talent” in which both individualized and collective popular memories are reconstructed and reworked to foster a distinct sense of regional identity. To conceptualize both formal and informal realms of popular music heritage, it is vital to think of heritage as a “reflection of a chain of popular memory.”

The fourth and final major challenge to the inclusion of popular music as heritage in conventional academic discourse is the requirement of materiality. Materiality of heritage refers to the tangibility of the cultural heritage in question. Conventional heritage discourse tends to designate structures, objects, and other physical embodiments associated with the cultural terrain as legitimate forms of heritage. Tangible cultural heritage, in the case of Austin music, becomes the human relationship with both the built environment and the material objects associated with the countercultural music scenes.

Unfortunately, many of the physical remnants in the built environment related to the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes either no longer exist or have been repurposed. The Vulcan Gas Company closed in 1970. Today the former nightclub is a clothing store, but the cultural value of its music history is difficult to physically preserve or commemorate without access to its original context. The building in which the Armadillo World Headquarters operated was demolished soon after the venue closed and has been replaced by a high-rise office building. The only indicator of the site’s history is a small commemorative plaque where the iconic venue once stood, dedicated by the City of Austin in 2006. Just over a decade after the plaque was installed, it is faded and yellowed from exposure to the elements.

Structural designation of music heritage, particularly performance spaces, is a difficult task simply because of the fluidity typical of music trends and the changing use of urban structures over time. Even for performance spaces in Austin that still operate today, officially designating a site as cultural heritage is a complex process. For example, the Victory Grill in East Austin is still operational. The site, which serves as one of the last remaining physical remnants of the Chitlin’ Circuit in Central Texas, holds both a national and state heritage designation. The National Register of Historic Places listed the Victory Grill in 1998, and the Texas Historical Commission dedicated a subject marker to the performance space in 2009. The primary reason that the venue has a subject marker is to avoid maintenance obligations that come with the state protection of a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark. Under this legal protection, any alteration or renovation made to a structure that might compromise its structural or historical integrity must be reported to the Texas Historical Commission within ninety days or risk the loss of designation. This condition reveals the current tension between legally designating performance spaces related to Austin’s popular music history and the changing demands of operating a commercial establishment, which also happens to be a historical site.

The heritage of popular music in Austin is mostly intangible, however. The concept of intangible cultural heritage “can be a difficult one to pin down” because it is a “recognition of the innate heritage value of the culture that people practice as a part of their daily lives.” Intangible music heritage usually refers to a set of traditions or cultural legacies employed by the mediated memory of music history. Re-capturing the cultural power of Austin’s countercultural sound and consciously employing it as a “vibrant, intangible expression of contemporary culture” poses challenges for a complex process of delineating this kind of musical heritage. Conventional heritage discourse that focuses on the materiality of heritage is not applicable to the analysis of popular music as heritage.
The “Keep Austin Weird” slogan is a prime example of contemporary civic positioning that also works to reinforce collective regional identity and a distinct sense of place based on the popular music history of Austin during the 1960s and 1970s. The slogan reportedly originated with Red Wassenich, a longtime resident and Austin Community College professor, as a “call to arms” in defiance of the rapid growth of big business and urban sprawl in twenty-first-century Austin. In 2000, Wassenich called into one of his favorite local radio shows and made a donation because he believed that this would help Austin preserve an important part of its history. He saw the growth of Austin as inevitable decay of local tradition and “watched unhappily as Austin, his funky, once affordable hometown, had been transformed into a high-tech boomtown.” Wassenich and his wife printed bumper stickers with the slogan “Keep Austin Weird” and, soon, the phrase was a popular staple of Austin culture. A few years later, however, a local apparel company applied for the trademark rights to the slogan and a lawsuit ensued. Wassenich called the situation a “perfect illustration of everything that’s un-weird about Austin.”

Later, the Austin Independent Business Alliance adopted the slogan to promote support for local and small businesses in the area and even used the armadillo symbol on the organization’s logo. The image and meaning of the armadillo are doubly constructed as a form of iconography and, yet again, its imagery is re-appropriated to convey a connection to the countercultural past of the city. The use of the slogan and the image of the armadillo as the logo of the organization also implies a sense of immediate cultural familiarity, one that reinforces a sense of safety in spite of its modern role a contemporary form of commercialization and commodification.

“Keep Austin Weird” is not directly linked to the history of psychedelic and progressive country music subcultures, but the propagation of the slogan as a form of contemporary cultural localism is only possible by calling on the city’s countercultural past. Therefore, this form of civic positioning selectively utilizes a particular version of its popular music history to invoke a new form of intangible cultural heritage. The slogan is an example of the way Austin mediates its past in order to facilitate constructed nostalgia as a reaction to present day concerns over the condition of regional and cultural identity. Austin’s present-day cultural identity regularly calls upon well-known and generalized forms of countercultural language to demonstrate, wittingly or unwittingly, a form of intangible cultural heritage. For example, a sign on the historic downtown Austin Motel reads, “So close, yet so far out.” A nod to the eclectic cultural environment of the city today, the use of this language is also an exhibition of intangible cultural heritage. It makes use of widely recognizable and decade-specific verbal cues to point to and facilitate the area’s complex appointment of countercultural history as a contemporary cultural root.

The concept of music as heritage poses challenges for conventional processes of tangible and intangible categorization. Because popular music history encompasses assigned cultural value, reconstruction of memory, and the establishment of regional identities, its heritage is a culmination of intangible and tangible elements. In its simplest form, “music is intangible, as indeed are people’s musical memories. But, neither music nor memory exists in an ontological vacuum.” As discussed in the previous sections, the popular music history of Austin is a powerful source of memory recollection and mediation that has produced highly personalized historical narratives and carefully crafted examples of regional iconography. The idea that intangible music heritage exists in complete “isolation from the tangible and material makes little sense.”

Popular music trends are fluid, and along with that perpetual fluidity comes the reality that its physicality or permanence in national or regional contexts is temporary. To accurately preserve a music history and, at the same time, provide a
distinct sense of place is a difficult process. The city’s music heritage is spatially dispersed with no definitive boundaries to where and how Austin’s music and its history live. Because many of the structural remnants of Austin’s psychedelic and progressive country scenes no longer exist, the history’s legacy or memory is “enacted and practiced in material environments” and, ultimately, becomes a tangible form of cultural heritage.122

Some of the best examples of intangible music heritage in tangible form are Austin’s many wall murals and other forms of urban graffiti. These art forms are tangible expressions of an intangible musical legacy that either directly address the music history of Austin or make use of generalized forms of countercultural imagery and language to invoke the city’s musical past. A bold and direct assertion of international music dominance, the mural on 6th Street near San Jacinto Street proudly displays the city’s self-designated title as “Live Music Capital of the World.”123 Above that wording are portraits of musicians Stevie Ray Vaughan, Willie Nelson, Janis Joplin, Townes Van Zandt, and Roky Erickson. It is also worth noting that Nelson is depicted as his iconographic self, complete with long braids and bandana. The mural is a tangible expression of musical ownership that attempts to reinforce Austin’s place in contemporary popular culture by employing the intangible legacies of notable musicians who, at one time, called the city home.

Another example of purposeful reconfiguration in Austin’s music heritage is a different mural on the wall of an underpass near Lamar Boulevard. This mural depicts Texas native, long-time Austin resident, and Oscar-winning actor Matthew McConaughey in his role as the character Wooderson in the 1993 film Dazed and Confused. This cult classic was filmed in and around Austin and follows a group of Texas teenagers during their last day of high school in the mid-1970s.124

The words “Keep ATX Weird” (“Keep Austin, Texas Weird”) appear at the bottom of the mural. Above McConaughey’s head, inside a word bubble, is the phrase, “It’d be cooler if you did,” a now iconic line from the film. At first glance, this mural seems to pay tribute to the actor and also works to link him to Austin. However, the illustration also works as an indirect nod to the city’s countercultural past by the use of McConaughey’s character in a film that reconstructs and packages cultural and musical experiences of youth culture in 1970s Texas in order to propagate a selected contemporary cultural identity.

The concept of popular music as cultural heritage is complex, but as the cultural terrain of historical value widens, its inclusion in heritage discourse is absolutely vital, if historians are to understand the full range of processes that construct it. Austin’s music history is multi-layered and nuanced, but the analysis of this cultural heritage marker in the Capital City reveals the ways in which people in certain locales choose to selectively remember themselves and curate cultural legacies. As time passes, popular music history becomes shrouded in nostalgia and reconstructed to bolster present-day ideas and belief systems. However, music’s application as heritage highlights the role that people play in the mediation of history and serves as a potent reminder that “the past is growing around us like ivy . . . . The more dead the past becomes, the more we wish to enshrine its relics” in new forms that reinforce a sense of collective identity and contemporary historical relevancy.125

Conclusion

Austin’s present-day cultural environment showcases the growing importance and relevance of popular music history as a form of heritage. The history of the Capital City sound spans more than a century and encompasses a wide variety of styles. However, the process of heritage designation reveals the ways in which people reconfigure historical narrative to consciously propagate a particular musical experience as contemporary regional heritage. The countercultural music scenes of Austin are remarkable examples of regional youth subculture in “relation to a broader musical landscape, in which various styles, audiences, and institutions interact in complex ways.”126

As a regional case study, the countercultural history of Austin music reinforces the idea that the American musical terrain “is not static” but instead is “always in motion, always evolving.”127 The concept of fluidity in American popular music is not solely applicable to genre trends or patterns of commercial consumption. Fluidity in popular music also reveals distinct representations of social and cultural conditions throughout twentieth-century American history. Similarly, Austin’s psychedelic and progressive country music scenes, which maintained a strong presence in the local musical landscape throughout the 1960s and 1970s, demonstrate a subculture’s need to draw upon “popular expression to mark contemporary social collision and convergence” within a regional and national context.128

These are the connections that popular music history scholars seek to identify and build upon. The field of popular music history gained traction as a professionalized form by the 1970s and has continued to work its way into the widening repertoire of American historical methodology. With popular music at the center of cultural analysis, historians are able to “write the history of ordinary anonymous people rather than the rich and the famous.”129 Through the
Austin’s music history is complex and deeply diverse, but the analysis of this predominant cultural heritage marker in the capital city reveals the way in which localities choose to selectively remember themselves and how they curate cultural legacies.

In which cultural value and context might be unintentionally slighted. To avoid this, scholars must utilize the study of nostalgia, memory, iconography, and heritage practice in order to fully grasp and analyze the relationship between music and society.

Nostalgia, memory, iconography, and heritage, all subtopics within the field of public history, add complexity and depth to the analysis of American cultural history through the lens of popular music. These subtopics are interconnected points of examination by which an understanding of human mediation and cultural relevancy is produced within popular music scholarship. The process wherein groups ascribe nostalgia to earlier forms of music or particular musical experiences reveals a retrospective mediation that constructs new, contemporary perceptions of musical narrative. As musical nostalgia is reconfigured and reassigned over time, collective and regional memory are informed by previous re-manipulations of musical experience. Finally, nostalgia and the memory of twentieth-century popular music history narratives become the basis for contemporary cultural heritage construction.

Using Austin’s countercultural music history as the focus of this essay allows for an in-depth analysis of the ways in which music imbeds itself within cultural environments to produce distinct forms of collective and local identity.

By beginning with the examination of the larger context of a locale’s music history, it is easier to identify which versions of memory and historical narrative are brought forward and which are subsequently discarded. As time passes, the evolution of popular music as regional heritage acts as a highly mediated cultural filter in which particular musical experiences retain contemporary potency based on the manipulation of popular memory and the establishment of widely recognizable iconography.

Austin’s music history contains a diverse range of styles and ethnic backgrounds, but based on the analysis of popular music as the city’s primary form of cultural heritage, the psychedelic and progressive country music scenes of the 1960s and 1970s are the designated musical narratives upon which contemporary perceptions of heritage are based. Regardless of the area’s multi-ethnic history of popular music, the narrative of countercultural music is pulled forward as a regional identity marker. This designation is due to present-day perceptions of musical nostalgia and public discourse of collective memory.

Throughout this article, the broader history of Austin music is the starting point from which the relationships among nostalgia, public memory, and iconography are analyzed. These concepts then become markers in the larger process of popular music heritage construction as the wider narrative of Austin’s music history is filtered, reworked, and reconstituted over the course of the twentieth century. Although this is a regional case study, popular music history continues to emerge as a form of cultural heritage nationally and internationally. In order to adequately understand and contextualize the value of this history as heritage, mapping popular music’s cultural heritage with an emphasis on nostalgia, collective popular memory, and iconography will add profound strength to its growing relevance within the field of American history.
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